
I will learn:

Further Reading
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This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus:

The components of fitness 
needed for gymnastics

Competing in inter-advisory and 
inter-school competitions.
BTEC and GCSE practical sports 
units.

• To perform a variety of 
gymnastics skills to cover 
balance, flight and travel.

• To use tension and 
extension to produce a 
high level of aesthetics.

• To link skills with fluidity 
and control.

• To create a varied routine 
which is interesting and 
shows the best of my skill.

• How to improve my 
balance, flexibility and 
strength.  

Choreograph a routine which 
shows off the best balance, 
travel and flight skills. 
Perform your routine and 
suggest ways to improve. 
Even better if you an include 
a piece of equipment or prop.

British Gymnastics
https://www.british-
gymnastics.org/

Aesthetics- Gymnastics 

Balance The ability to maintain center of mass over a base of support.

Tension The tightening of the muscles. Gymnasts can control the action of their 
body more easily when their body is held tight than when it is a loose 
collection of individual parts

Extension Extension of a joint is moving toward its most straight position. In 
gymnastics this means pointing toes and fingers, keeping the head up 
and making the limbs long.

Inverted Inverted skills in gymnastics are those in which the gymnastics is upside 
down (EG handstand, handspring and cartwheel) 

Routine When different gymnastics skills are linked together to create one whole 
performance.

Most 
gymnastics skills 
can be varied by 
using a different 
start or end 
position

https://www.british-gymnastics.org/
https://www.british-gymnastics.org/


Knowledge Organiser Focus: Aesthetics- Gymnastics 
Head tucked to chest.
Crouch towards floor moving chest towards thighs.
Thrust forward with legs from crouch position.
Lower the shoulders to the floor.
Swing legs through an extended position.
Tuck rapidly as seat touches the floor.
Stand and present.

Hands shoulder width apart
Squat towards feet with slight backwards lean.
Place bum on floor and  rock backwards.
Push by extending legs and lift hips.
Place hands at side of head and lift from shoulders.
Place feet on floor and extend legs to stand and present.

Swing the chest and arms downwards and swing into a straddled 
handstand.
The body should be straight and head help neutrally.
Press strongly on the first landing leg and lift the arms and chest 
sideways and upwards.
The hands and feet should be positioned in a straight line.

Arms fully extended above head.
Step forward with driving leg keeping leading leg straight.
Head neutral, place hand on floor at shoulder width and take weight.
Shoulders lead, followed by back and then legs.
Bring driving leg to meet leading leg.
Return to standing by lowering one leg and then the other.

Run up needs to be fast and controlled. Take off on 2 feet.
Arms reach towards outer edge of vault. 
Strong thrust from the hands, head up.
Legs extend backwards and then pass through and under the body to 
allow for landing.
Do not elevate the legs above the shoulders during flight phase.

Run up needs to be fast and controlled. Take off on 2 feet.
Arms reach towards vault and plant in centre.
Legs thrust upwards.
Tension in full body to keep straight position.
Strong arm thrust to gain height after release.
Feet stretch towards floor to allow for landing.

Flexibility Training
Each exercise should be repeated 3 to 6 
times in each set.
The exercises are performed as:
i) Active Stretching Exercises: The 
gymnast practices unassisted
and applies internal muscular force to 
stretch the opposing
muscles.
ii) Passive Stretching Exercises: The 
gymnast should relax the
muscles (become passive) and the 
partner applies external force.


